
All customers, all products, one single interface

GFI AppManager is an advanced, all-in-one solution designed to simplify, secure, and streamline 

your operations. This feature-rich platform offers a powerful suite of tools, all accessible from a 

single, intuitive interface.

Unify your operations

Central command: manage multiple products, gather health metrics, and make configuration changes—all from a 

single screen. Plus, GFI AppManager extends beyond GFI products, allowing you to integrate any product 

through our open SDK.

Be In the know, instantly

Advanced monitoring: stay one step ahead with monitoring and alerting mechanisms. Notifications are 

dispatched via email, ensuring the right information reaches the right people at the right time.

Decode your data

Comprehensive reporting: harness the power of data. Complex data is translated into easy-to-understand 

insights, enabling you to keep pace with your business.

Future-proof security

Enhanced visibility and response: we’re bringing machine learning to IT operations with RADAR™, providing 

extended visibility, analysis, and faster response across users and networks.

Features

Extensible cloud service: reach new levels in IT management with a service that adapts to your 

evolving needs, making room for growth and continuous improvement.

Central management: manage all products and customer accounts effortlessly from one 

unified dashboard.
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Real-time monitoring: detailed graphs help you identify anomalies and monitor device usage 

for effective cost management.

Customizable alerts: tailor alerts to specific metrics and stay informed via direct email notifications.

RADAR™ — Risk and Anomaly Detection, Alerts, and Response: leverage machine learning for 

actionable insights and automated anomaly detection and issue resolution strategies.

Open SDK: GFI AppManager’s open SDK allows integration of any product, extending its 

utility beyond GFI to include third-party solutions.

GFI AppManager CoPilot - your smart configuration and insights assistant

Introducing GFI AppManager CoPilot – your smart, GenAI-powered guide in navigating complex 

metrics and logs. It's proactive, underlining best practices and flagging potential security pitfalls. 

And with direct access to comprehensive online documentation, you're never left in the dark. 

Couple that with smart prompts, and you're always ahead of the curve, empowered to make 

informed decisions at every turn.
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